








        



        













        




       













Climate, like weather, is an endless topic of conversation, guesswork,
and scientific study.






       
    




         
  


           











   







            














       





   
      


 
       

Heights of the four main layers of our atmosphere and the decreasing
and increasing temperature related to height.

Measurements of incoming and outgoing short and long wave solar
radiation.





           




         
          










         
       










        


         
          






















The CNMI’s air is usually free of particulates.







      



           












         

















          
 











      


         



The sun’s radiation is weaker at the poles than at the equator because
each unit of sunlight spreads over a larger area.

The atmosphere is permeated with convection cells of all dimensions.





 



   


  



      













  


















    

  

     


        
           




         

If warm regions, such as the Sahara, are cut off from sources of water
they can be very dry.

Diagram 6.1: Convection cells are always present, but are sometimes
hidden by the complexities of day to day global circulation.







 





      












     






          







   


         




          
 




  







A standard analog barometer is one example of an air weighing
machine.

Wet air is lighter, not heavier, than dry air. This is due to latent heat.











 







  
           





      





   


















       

          
          





  





Diagram 6.2: Atmospheric circulation








   


         
  

 














  
          
    




          




          



           











       

       


  

The Coriolis Force causes deflections in the prevailing winds, thus
curving them.

The strongest tropical-storm-generated wind is called a typhoon here in
the western Pacific.







            

 

          

 



        




  












          













     










     

          


Warm, humid air coming inland from the ocean during summer brings
the monsoon to Eastern Asia.

Certain types of climate appear in the same general location all around
the world.




















          


















      










      













At around 30 degrees of latitude, between the equatorial belt and the
temperate zones, lie the hot, but dry subtropical regions.

The temperate zones are two climatic belts encircling the earth
between roughly 30 and 60 degrees latitude north and south.








 
    

      
      

 







      

        
 



        
    








   
 
 
    




          
   











   



Poleward from the temperate zones are the polar regions. These cold,
dry areas are largely undeveloped.

Climates sway back and forth, with maximum temperatures in the
Northern Hemisphere occuring in mid-July.





         
  
     







         








 
















        



      















          



In monsoon areas such as India (pictured), summer’s approach brings
equatorial thunderstorms and rain in superabundance.

Mediterranean climates are wet and mild in winter and dry and warm
in summer.






 









         

         


         










    



        












  

        



  

        






Strong sunlight from the thinner air and the bracing quality of the
cool, brisk winds, give many mountain districts very enjoyable

climates.

Global warming since 1856







        






        










   

          
 



 
  
          












            
           









     



 

The ozone layer has been found to have a significant depletion zone,
called the ozone hole, over the Antarctic region.

Deposits in peat beds, such as this one in Ireland, show that the climate
of the entire hemisphere began to grow warmer around 8000 B.C.





     


   



   



  
   








           
 


     





    









         





          





       

         


Relative amount of sunlight striking the earth’s surface due to tilt.

Our planet is tilted with its axis constantly pointing at an angle
respective to the sun. This causes a skewing effect on our seemingly

perfectly-parallel, climate-by-latitude lines.








       







        

 





      









The solar year


